
1. Start white side up.  (The other side will show on the finished piece.)
2. Fold A to B along DE (initially a valley fold).  Unfold.
3. Fold D to E along AB (initially a valley fold).
4. Fold F to C along AD and G to C along BD (initially mountain folds relative to the white side).
5. Flip, repeat step 4 for other two corners, flip.
6. Fold along FH, FH, GJ  and GK.  Crease both mountain and valley folds.  Unfold completely.
7. Fold D and E toward C along HJ and LM.
8. Fold and unfold along NO and then PQ.  Unfold completely.
9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 for other two sides.
10. Now crease NR, PS, HT, JT, RU, and SV.
11. Repeat step 10 for other three sides.
12. Zig-zag fold HJ and RS, holding T against W without extending the RS crease much.
13. While holding the folds from step 12, zig-zag fold, along CH and CN, so that CH lies along CD.

At the same time your doing that, make sure that FH folds so that point U moves down and left
toward I.  HT and NR should also be folding at this time.  If all went well, D and H should be
touching.

14. Do that seven more times with the other side/corner combinations.  If you keep the four colored
triangles, like CHI, flat and have 90 degree (or so) folds along CD, etc. between those triangles,
you should have basically a pyramid shape with an extra triangle (such as FHI) attached to the
bottom of each triangular pyramid side.

15. Curl each extra triangle inside the pyramid.
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